
2.2+7= 
8.3+26=
2.989+67=
3.282+39=

Brainwarmer

345+1222=
2213+132=
200.7+390.0=
7.04 +245.40=

3333 + ? =8765
3966 + ? =3999 
4925+?=5001.
2
3345 + ?= 5600



I will be successful if I can-

• Recognise the angles in rectangles.

• Find the missing lengths of rectangles.

• Discover a fact about a rectangle based on area 
and perimeter.

• STEM sentence: I know that a rectangle has four 
90º angles, two pairs of parallel an 
perpendicular lines. 

• Parallel

• Right angles

• Lengths

• Sides

• Square

• Oblong

• Rectangle

• Area

• Perimeter

How can I identify the properties of rectangles?



Look at this rectangle

What can you tell me about it?

What does rectangle mean?  

Draw all known facts on your 
rectangle.



Properties of  a rectangle

Opposite sides of  a rectangle are the same length (congruent).

The angles of  a rectangle are all equal. They are all right angles.
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What are the interior angles?

90o

What is the sum of  the interior angles? 360o
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Find length X



Find length X



Recap: Angles 

Remember, all the angles in a rectangle are right angles (90o). 
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Here is a rectangle.  
What is the sum of the 
internal angles a and b?

How could we work out 
angle C?

A B

C



Find angle X



Recap: Perimeter 

The perimeter is the distance around a shape. It is found by 

finding the sum of  the length.

12cm

4cm4cm

12cm Perimeter:

12cm + 12cm + 

4cm + 4cm

= 32cm 
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If the short sides 
measure 4cm and 
the
long sides measure 
7cm. 

How could we find 
out the perimeter?



Find the length of x using the perimeter





start task!

Remember #PersonalTarget



How can I identify the properties of rectangles?

Herculean: Solve word problems
involving missing lengths, angles and 
perimeter.

Hard Harder Hardest

Calculate the
perimeter of 
rectangles and 
fill in the
missing lengths
using the
perimeter.   

Calculate the
missing lengths
and angles of 
the rectangle. 

Calculate the
missing lengths
of the
rectangle.



How could you split this shape into 
three rectangles?  

How many ways can you do it?


